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Hachette. 1894. Pp. VIII, 364.

Travaux du Laboratoire de psychologic physiologiquc de liautes-dtudes a la
Sorbontie. BEAUNIS, BINET and others. Annee, 18925 pp. 100;
annee, 1893; pp. 58. Paris, Alcan. 1893-4.

Travaux du Laboratoire depsychologiephysiologiquependant Vannde 1892-
1893. A. BINET and others. Rev. Philos. XXXVII, 111-119,
222-240 and 344-352. 1894.

The first two numbers of M. Beaunis' Annual, {Travaux du
Laboratoire,) indicate the main lines of research that have been fol-
lowed thus far in the new psychological laboratory at Paris, of which
M. Binet is the leading spirit. Several of the studies appear also, as
preliminary reports, in the pages of the Revue Philosophique. The
investigations can be grouped for the most part under two general
heads, audition colorde and memory; the latter are incorporated in M.
Binet's work on Great Calculators and Chess Players.

M. Binet was able to secure two noted calculators and test their
powers and methods at some length. One of them, M. Inaudi, was
distinctly of the auditory type, preferring to receive his data orally;
when required to start with written numbers, he always repeated
them to himself, before proceeding with the problem. The other,
M. Diamandi, a Greek, was quite as markedly of the visual type.
M. Binet devotes a chapter of his work to some tests made on
these two, together with a distinguished prestidigitator, M. Ar-
nould, to determine their comparative facility in memorizing and
repeating numbers. M. Arnould's method is to associate each
numeral with a certain consonant; by adding vowels at will, he
transforms any given number into some word or phrase, which he
readily memorizes; when called on he simply translates this back
into the number. M. Inaudi could memorize the most rapidly of the
three up to a hundred figures, (36 in im 30", 75 in 5m 30", 100 in
iam.), which was as far as he was tested. As between MM. Dia-
mandi and Arnould, the former learned the first few figures some-
what more quickly, but from 25 places on the latter had a decided
advantage; (D: 10 in 17", 25 in 3m, 50 in 7m, 100 in 25m; A: 10
m 20", 25 in 2m 30", 50 in 2m. 45", 100 in 15m). The two 'direct '
memorizers were compensated, however, by being able to repeat what
they had learned much more rapidly than M. Arnould. The investi-
gation is particularly interesting in view of the dispute as to the
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value of mnemonics. It would be interesting to test also the com-
parative durability of the several kinds of memory by experiments
similar to those of Ebbinghaus. M. Inaudi was able to repeat 230
numerals that he had learned on the preceding day, but the experi-
ment was not followed out; it seems probable that M. Arnould would
have been able to retain many times that number. (Mnemonic
memorizing, which relies on mediating associations, might be called
the associative type, to distinguish it from the auditive and visual,
where the correlation is immediate.) — M. Binet endeavors to account
for the rapidity with which MM. Inaudi and Diamandi perform com-
plicated mathematical operations, in a number of ways. (1) By the
use of various devices which simplify the problem. (2) By an ex-
tension of the multiplication table to products of two place numbers.
(3) By the aid of unconscious mental processes: just as we uncon-
sciously adopt results in multiplication, from the memorized table,
so one accustomed to calculating might come upon results intuitively,
which he would require a long and tedious operation to reach, if
every step had to be formulated. Proceeding mechanically or half-
•coYisciously, he would not need to use words or symbols to indicate
the operations; this abbreviation would in itself shorten the time con-
siderably, and M. Binet agrees with Scripture in emphasizing its
importance in the 'shorthand' of calculation, even if the process be
wholly conscious and voluntary.

The second part of M. Binet's work treats of blind-fold chess-
playing. By means of a questionnaire and personal letters, he obtained
from a large number of players more or less complete analyses of
their methods of procedure. According to this testimony, there
are three principal requisites for success: (1) Familiarity with the
game, through practice and study; especially a knowledge of the best
line of play for various positions, in order to save time and thought.
This is far more essential here than in play over the board. (2)
Memory, in order to retain the moves already played or the position
of the pieces at a given time. (3) Power of visualization. This last
is the distinguishing feature of blind-fold playing. In some players
it takes a very concrete form: they seem to see the squares, dark and
light alternately, and the pieces upon them more or less distinctly.
In other cases it is rather more symbolic—abstract, as M. Binet terms
it; the player sees only part of the board at a time, and represents
in a vague way the pieces and their positions; but he works by means
of the potency of the pieces,—an idea, rational rather than visual, of
what each one can do from its given position. In addition to this
there is in some cases a verbal memory; *. e., an auditory memory of
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the names of the squares and moves; a great many players repeat
the moves in a low tone of voice, to re-enforce the visual memory-
image.

A different phase of memory from those treated in this book, is
taken up in a study of the visual memory of children; 225 school-
children, from 9 to 13 years of age, being examined in groups of
four. They were shown aline, and afterwards asked to reproduce it,
or pick out one of similar length from a set. Three standard lengths,
16, 40, and 68 mm., were used. M. Binet does not mention the lapse
of time between the original presentation and the choice or attempted
reproduction (10 to 15 min. ?), nor the differences in length of the
lines given to choose from in the second place. The absence of
these data prevents us from comparing his results with those of a
somewhat similar investigation recently conducted at Princeton,
(using squares, however, instead of lines), which will be reported in
a succeeding number of this REVIEW.

Among the laboratory studies are several on audition colorie. M.
Binet and his colleagues examined a number of persons subject to
this phenomenon, in order to determine the rapidity with which they
associate the color with the word or vowel. So far as they go, the
figures seem to show that this peculiar color association is not more
rapid than other kinds of association; M. Binet shows by experiments
on himself, that one who has not colored audition may learn a set of
associations between vowels and colors so thoroughly, as to be able
to call up the proper one in each case, and may do so even more
rapidly than those who make the association naturally.

PRINCETON. H. C. WARREN.
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Assimilation and Association. (I and II). JAMES WARD. Mind, N.
S., II, p. 347, July, 1893, and III, p. 509, October, 1894.

By assimilation, Dr. Ward means the. recognition, or as he pre-
fers to say, the cognition, involved in perception, that is, what
Hoffding names unmittdbares Wiedererkennen. His central position is
the assertion that assimilation, in this sense, so far from being iden-
tical with association or explained by it, is really the necessary pre-
supposition of association, which is obviously between recognized
objects of consciousness. The most important part of the discussion
is the vigorous criticism of the view that assimilation is really a case
of 'association by contiguity' and that, accordingly, an object seems
familiar through the presence of faint representations, Nebenvorstel-


